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Abstract
We deal with a numerical solution of nonlinear convection-diffusion problems with the aid of
the discontinuous Galerkin finite element (DGFE) method. Wepropose a newhp-adaptation
technique, which is based on a combination of a residuum-nonconformity estimator and a re-
gularity indicator. The residuum-nonconformity estimator c nsists of two building blocks (the
residuum error indicator and the value of the nonconformity). The estimator marks mesh ele-
ments for a refinement. The regularity indicator decides if the marked elements will be refined
by h- or p-technique. The residuum-nonconformity estimator as wellas the regularity indicator
are easily computable quantities. Moreover, the same technique estimates an algebraic error
arising from an iterative solution of the corresponding nonlinear algebraic system. The perfor-
mance of the proposedhp-DGFE method is demonstrated by several numerical examples.
Keywords: hp-discontinuous Galerkin finite element method; residuum-nonconformity indi-
cator; regularity estimator; algebraic error.
Introduction
Our aim is to develop a sufficiently robust, efficient and accurate numerical scheme for the
simulation of viscous compressible flows. Thediscontinuous Galerkin finite element(DGFE)
methods have become very popular numerical techniques for the solution of the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations. Recent progress of the use of the DGmethod for compressible flow
simulations can be found in [11].
In this paper, we deal with a model problem represented by a scal r nonlinear convection-
diffusion equation. We focus on ahp-adaptation strategy of DGFE methods which significantly
increase the accuracy and efficiency of the computation, see, e.g. [2, 6, 8, 12, 13].
The proposed strategy is based on a combination of a residuum-nonconformity estimator
and a regularity indicator. Theresiduum-nonconformity estimatorgives a lower estimate of
the error measure consisting of the error measured in a dual norm and the quantity measuring
a violation of the conformity of the solution. This estimator is locally defined for each mesh
element, it is easily computable and its implementation is very simple. Theregularity indicator
is based on the integration of interelement jumps of the approximate solution over the element
boundary. Taking into account results from a priori error analysis, we define the regularity
indicator. If this value is smaller than one then we apply ap-refinement otherwise we use
ah-refinement. Both refinements (h andp) are only isotropic, an anisotropic adaptation will be




We consider a formal nonlinearpartial differential equation
Lu = 0 in Ω, (1a)
u = uD on ∂ΩD, (1b)
Nu = gN on ∂ΩN, (1c)
whereu : Ω → R is the unknown scalar function defined onΩ ∈ Rd, d = 2,3, L is a formal
second order differential operator and (1b) and (1c) formally represent the Dirichlet and Neu-
mann boundary conditions on the parts of boundary∂ΩD and∂ΩN, respectively. We assume
that there exits a unique weak solution of (1) which we denoteagain byu.
Let Th (h> 0) be a partition of the closureΩ of the domainΩ into a finite number of closed
d-dimensional simpliciesK with mutually disjoint interiors. We callTh = {K}K∈Th a triangu-
lation of Ω and do not require the conforming properties from the finite elem nt method.
Over the triangulationTh we define the so-calledbroken Sobolev space
Hs(Ω,Th) := {v;v|K ∈ Hs(K) ∀K ∈ Th}, s≥ 0 (2)






, where| · |Hs(K) denotes the seminorm of
the Sobolev spaceHs(K), K ∈ Th.
Moreover, to eachK ∈Th, we assign a positive integerpK (=local polynomial degree). Then
we define the set
ph := {pK,K ∈ Th}. (3)
We define the finite dimensional subspace ofH1(Ω,Th) which consists of discontinuous piece-
wise polynomial functions associated with the vectorph by
Shp = {v; v∈ L
2(Ω), v|K ∈ PpK(K) ∀K ∈ Th}, (4)
wherePpK(K) denotes the space of all polynomials onK of degree≤ pK, K ∈ Th.
We introduce a formal discretization of (1) with the aid of DGFE method. Hence, let
c̃h(u,v) : H
2(Ω,Th)×H2(Ω,Th) → R (5)
be the corresponding form which is nonlinear with respect toits first argument and linear with
respect to the second one. We say that the functionuh ∈ Shp is anapproximate solutionof (1),
if
c̃h(uh,vh) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Shp. (6)


















whereuD is from (1b),F Ih denotes the set of all interior faces ofTh, F
D
h denotes the set of all
faces ofTh lying on ∂ΩD, [[·]] is the jump of a function fromH1(Ω,Th) andhΓ is the diameter
of a faceΓ.
Finally, we characterise the weak solution of (1).
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Lemma 1.1 The following implications are valid:
i) Let u∈ H2(Ω) be the weak solution of(1) then
c̃h(u,v) = 0 ∀v∈ H
2(Ω,Th), (8a)
Nh(u) = 0. (8b)
ii) If u ∈ H2(Ω,Th) satisfies both conditions of(8) then u is the weak solution of(1).
The discrete problem (6) represents a system ofNh = dimShp nonlinear algebraic equations.
We solve it with the aid of a Newton-like iterative method whic gives the solution ˜uh ∈ Shp
such that ˜ch(ũh,vh) ≈ 0 ∀vh ∈ Shp.
2 Residuum Estimator
In this section we investigate the discretization erroru−uh and the algebraic error ˜uh−uh in
a suitable (dual) norm and define estimators giving some information about these errors.
2.1 Error Measure
Similarly as in [3], our proposed error measure consists oftw building blocks, which are mo-
tivated by Lemma 1.1, namely relations (8a) and (8b). LetX := H2(Ω,Th) and‖·‖X is a norm






which defines theresiduum error in the dual normof the approximate solutionuh ∈ Shp ⊂ X
and it measures a violation of (8a). However, it is impossible to evaluateRh(uh), since the
supremum is taken over an infinite-dimensional space. Therefor , in our approach, we seek the
maximum over some sufficiently large but finite dimension subspace ofX, which is presented
in Section 2.2.
Thesecond building blockis based on (8b), which characterises a violation of the conformity
of the weak solution and a violation of the Dirichlet boundary condition. It is represented by the
valueNh(uh) ≥ 0 given by (7) which we call thenonconformityof the approximate solution.
In contrast toRh(uh) the quantityNh(uh) is directly computable from (7). Finally, ourerror




Due to Lemma 1.1 we simply observe thatEh(uh) = 0 if and only ifuh = u.
2.2 Global and Element Residuum Estimators
In the previous section, we introduced the error measureEh(uh) =
√
Rh(uh)2 +Nh(uh)2 of the
approximate solutionuh ∈ Shp ⊂ X. WhereasNh(uh) is easy to evaluate, the quantityRh(uh)
has to be approximated in a suitable way, which is presented ithis section. For eachK ∈ Th
and each integerp≥ 0, we define the spaces
SpK := {φh ∈ X, φh|K ∈ P
p(K), φh|Ω\K = 0} (11)
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and
S+hp := {φ ∈ X;φ = ∑
K∈Th















c̃h(uh,ψh), uh ∈ X, (13)







c̃h(uh,ψh), uh ∈ X, (14)
which are easily computable quantities if‖·‖X is suitably chosen, see Section 2.4.
Obviously, if u ∈ X is the exact solution of (1) then consistency (8a) implies 0= ρh(u) =
ρh,K(u), K ∈ Th. Moreover, we have immediately a lower bound
ρh(uh) ≤ Rh(uh), (15)
sinceρh is the supremum over subspaceS+hp ⊂ X. However, it is open if there exists an upper
bound, i.e.,Rh(uh) ≤Cρh(uh), whereC > 0. This will be the subject of a further research.
2.3 Algebraic Residuum Estimators
Similarly as in the previous section, we define the estimatorcor esponding to thealgebraic
error residuum. Let ũh ∈ Shp be the output of the iterative process used for the solution of (6).
We define thealgebraic residuum estimator







which measures the algebraic error (the difference betweenũh a duh), sinceρAh (uh) = 0 due to
(6). The relations (14) and (16) giveρAh (ũh) ≤ ρh(ũh), since in (14) the supremum is taken over
the larger space.
We stop the iterative process for the solution of the nonlinear algebraic problem (6) if
ρAh (ũh) ≤ βρh(ũh), (17)
whereβ ∈ (0,1). In numerical experiments we putβ ≈ 0.01.
2.4 Choice of the Norm‖·‖X
In order to ensure a fast evaluation of estimatorsρh andρAh , we need to choose the norm‖·‖X
in a suitable way. We employ
‖ · ‖X :=
(









Hereδ andε denote the size of “convection” and “diffusion”, respectively.
Therefore, it is sufficient to evaluate the element residuumestimatorsρh,K, K ∈ Th. This is
a standard task of seeking a constrain extrema overSpK+1K with the constraint‖ψh‖X = 1. This
can be done directly very fast since the dimension ofSpK+1K , K ∈ Th is small.
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2.5 Residuum-Nonconformity Estimators
We have already mentioned that the second building block of the error measure is given by the




















Obviously, from (7) and (20), we haveNh(v)2 = ∑K∈Th Nh,K(v)
2. Finally, we define thelocal

















respectively. In virtue of (10), (15) and (21), we expect thae global residuum-nonconformity
estimatorηh(uh) approximates the error measureEh(uh). In the following we introduce an adap-
tation technique which produces ahp-mesh and the corresponding approximate solution such
that the estimatorηh(uh) is under a given tolerance.
3 hp-Adaptation Process
In this section, we present a newhp-adaptive DG technique for the solution of (6). In Section
2, we defined the element and global residuum-nonconformityestimatorsηh,K andηh, respec-
tively. We employ the norm‖·‖X given by (18) which guarantees that equality (19) is valid. As
already mentioned, our interest is to find the solution ˜uh ∈ Shp such that
ηh(ũh) ≤ ω, (22)
whereω > 0 is a given tolerance.





∀K ∈ Th, (23)
where #Th denotes the number of elements ofTh. Obviously, if (23) is satisfied then, due
to (21b), condition (22) is valid and the adaptation processstops. Otherwise, we mark for
refinement allK ∈ Th violating (23).
Furthermore, all marked elements will be refined either byh- or by p-adaptation, namely,
either we split a given mother elementK into four daughter elements or we increase the degree
of polynomial approximation for a given element. Thus the new meshTĥ and new set{p̂K,K ∈
Tĥ} are created. We interpolate the old solution on a new mesh andperform the next adaptation
step till (22) is valid.
3.1 Regularity Indicator
The estimation of the regularity of the solution is an essential key of anyhp-adaptation strategy.
Our approach is based on a measure of inter-element jumps which is the base of the jump
indicator from [5] and the shock capturing technique from [7].
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, K ∈ Th, (24)









= O(h1K). On the other hand, if the exact solution is not









O(h2δ−1K ), whereδ = sK − pk ≤ 0. Then we use the following strategy
gK(uh) ≤ 1 ⇒ solution is regular ⇒ p-refinement,
gK(uh) > 1 ⇒ solution is irregular ⇒ h-refinement,
K ∈ Th. (25)
4 Numerical Experiments
In the previous sections, we introduced and developed the adaptive hp-DGFE method. We
demonstrate its performance in this section by several numerical examples. Let ˜uh be the ap-
proximate solution resulting from an iterative method, i.e., the solution influenced by the alge-
braic error. We deal with two following numerical examples:
(E1) nonlinear convection-diffusion equation with a corner singularity from [9],
(E2) linear convection-diffusion equation with the strongi terior layer and the exponential
boundary layer from [10].
For the first one, we know the exact solution and therefore we are able to evaluate the
computational error. We carried out ahp-adaptive algorithm starting on a mesh with the step
h0 and P1 polynomial approximation. We evaluate‖u− ũh‖X , Nh(ũh) and ρh(ũh) with the
corresponding experimental orders of convergence (EOC) with respect to the number of degree








, l = 1,2, . . . , (26)
















Let us note that the indexieff is not a standard effectivity index sinceρh(ũh) is the approximation
of Rh(ũh) and not of‖u− ũh‖X. Obviously, if Nh(ũh) dominateρh(ũh) and‖u− ũh‖X then
the indexieff is close to one. In this case it would be also interesting to evaluate the ratio
ρh(ũh)/‖u− ũh‖X.
4.1 (E1): Nonlinear Convection-Diffusion Equation with a Corner Singularity







= g in Ω := (0,1)2, (28)
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Fig. 1. Example (E1) given by(28) – (30) with α = −3/2: the final grid with the cor-
responding degrees of polynomial approximation, the whole domain (left) and its detail
(0,1/20)× (0,1/20) (right)







The parameterε > 0 plays a role of an amount of diffusivity and we putε = 10−3. We prescribe






α/2x1x2(1−x1)(1−x2), α ∈ R. (30)
We present two choices:α = 4 andα = −3/2. It is possible to show (see [1]) thatu ∈
Hκ(Ω), κ ∈ (0, 3+ α), whereHκ(Ω) denotes the Sobolev-Slobodetskii space of functions
with “non-integer derivatives”. Whereas the choiceα = 4 gives sufficiently regular solution,
the choiceα = −3/2 leads to the solution with a singularity atx1 = x2 = 0. Numerical exam-
ples presented in [4], carried out for a little different problem, show that this singularity avoids
to achieve an order of convergence better thanO(h3/2) in the L2-norm andO(h1/2) in the
H1-seminorm for any degree of polynomial approximation. Nevertheless, the exact solution
is regular outside of the singularity.
Table 1 shows the results for problem (28) – (30) withα = 4 andα = −3/2, namely the
values of the error‖u− ũh‖X, nonconformityNh(ũh), residuum error estimateρh(ũh) with the
corresponding EOC, indexieff and the computational times in seconds. We observe that the
computational error‖u− ũh‖X converge exponentially forα = 4 and significantly faster than
O(h1/2) for α = −3/2. Furthermore, the indexieff is very close to one for increasingNh which
supports the accuracy of the method. A small increase ofieff in Table 1 forα = 4 for the last
adaptation level is caused by the fact that we are close to themachine accuracy.
Furthermore, Figure 1 shows the finalhp-grid obtained with the aid of thehp-DGFE algo-
rithm for α = −3/2. (The caseα = 4 is not interesting since onlyp-refinement is carried out
due to the regularity of the exact solution.) We observe thatt e h-adaptation was carried out
in a small region near the singularity. On the other hand, thep-adaptation appears in regions
where the solution is regular.
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Tab. 1. Example (E1) given by(28) – (30): error ‖u− ũh‖X, nonconformityNh(ũh), residuum
error estimateρh(ũh) with the corresponding EOC, index ieff and the computational time in
seconds
α = 4:
lev #Th Nh ‖u− ũh‖X EOC Nh(ũh) EOC ρh(ũh) EOC ieff CPU(s)
0 128 384 6.45E-03 – 1.99E-02 – 5.58E-03 – 0.99 0.4
1 128 705 4.56E-04 8.72 3.07E-03 6.15 6.60E-04 7.03 1.01 0.7
2 128 384 6.45E-03 8.72 1.99E-02 6.15 5.58E-03 7.03 0.99 0.4
3 128 768 4.43E-04 7.73 3.01E-03 5.45 6.35E-04 6.27 1.01 0.7
4 128 1280 3.87E-05 9.54 2.75E-04 9.36 5.22E-05 9.78 1.01 1.0
5 128 1920 2.75E-06 13.05 1.73E-05 13.65 3.05E-06 14.02 1.00 1.4
6 128 2688 1.10E-07 19.12 7.04E-07 19.02 1.13E-07 19.59 1.00 2.2
7 128 3584 2.49E-09 26.35 1.62E-08 26.24 2.42E-09 26.72 1.00 3.4
8 128 4608 2.98E-11 35.22 2.23E-10 34.08 3.00E-11 34.92 1.00 5.3
9 128 5760 3.17E-15 82.03 2.02E-14 83.51 1.56E-14 67.83 1.25 9.0
α = −3/2:
lev #Th Nh ‖u− ũh‖X EOC Nh(ũh) EOC ρh(ũh) EOC ieff CPU(s)
0 128 384 1.32E-02 – 1.41E-01 – 4.52E-02 – 1.05 0.5
1 128 759 5.98E-03 2.32 6.70E-02 2.18 1.26E-02 3.75 1.01 0.8
2 128 919 5.50E-03 0.87 6.36E-02 0.55 6.26E-03 7.31 1.00 1.1
3 128 969 4.30E-03 9.31 5.52E-02 5.36 4.34E-03 13.81 1.00 1.4
4 134 1089 2.98E-03 6.29 3.96E-02 5.69 3.09E-03 5.86 1.00 1.6
5 140 1191 2.10E-03 7.81 2.75E-02 8.14 2.07E-03 8.91 1.00 1.9
6 152 1371 1.49E-03 4.82 1.93E-02 4.99 1.45E-03 5.03 1.00 2.1
7 158 1476 1.07E-03 9.07 1.37E-02 9.33 1.05E-03 8.72 1.00 2.5
8 164 1578 7.71E-04 9.78 9.78E-03 10.13 7.97E-04 8.34 1.00 2.9
9 176 1758 5.65E-04 5.75 7.04E-03 6.09 6.35E-04 4.21 1.00 3.3
10 188 1938 4.26E-04 5.81 5.15E-03 6.41 5.37E-04 3.43 1.00 3.8
11 200 2118 3.35E-04 5.41 3.87E-03 6.41 4.81E-04 2.48 1.00 4.3
Source: Own
4.2 (E2): Linear Convection-Diffusion Equation with the Strong Interior Layer and the
Exponential Boundary Layer







= 0 in Ω := (0,1)2, (31)
whereε = 10−8 is a constant diffusion coefficient and(b1,b2) = (cos(−π/3),sin(−π/3)) is
the convection. We prescribe the Dirichlet boundary condition on∂Ω by
uD(x1,x2) =
{
0 for x1 = 1 orx2 ≤ 0.7,
1 otherwise.
(32)
The solution possesses an interior layer in the direction ofthe convection starting in(x1,x2) =
(0,0.7) and contains two boundary layers alongx1 = 0 andx2 = 0. On the boundaryx1 = 1 and
on the right part of the boundaryx2 = 0, exponential layers are developed. The width of layers
are proportional toε.
For this case, the exact solution is piecewise constant except thin regions along the boundary
and interior layer, however, its analytical expression is unknown. Therefore the computational
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Tab. 2. Example (E2) given by(31) – (32) with ε = 10−8: the approximation of the er-
ror ‖ū− ũh‖X, nonconformityNh(ũh), residuum error estimateρh(ũh) with the corresponding
EOC, index ieff and the computational time in seconds
lev #Th Nh ‖ū− ũh‖X EOC Nh(ũh) EOC ρh(ũh) EOC ieff CPU(s)
0 128 384 1.25E-01 – 3.58E+00 – 1.03E+00 – 1.04 0.3
1 128 635 9.56E-02 1.08 3.57E+00 0.01 7.60E-01 1.20 1.02 0.6
2 167 1211 8.06E-02 0.53 5.03E+00 -1.06 7.60E-01 -0.00 1.01 1.0
3 245 1984 7.50E-02 0.30 7.09E+00 -1.39 5.85E-01 1.06 1.00 2.2
4 467 3921 6.35E-02 0.49 1.00E+01 -1.02 5.95E-01 -0.05 1.00 4.0
5 1025 9751 6.12E-02 0.08 1.42E+01 -0.76 6.89E-01 -0.32 1.00 9.4
6 2189 21663 4.51E-02 0.76 2.01E+01 -0.87 7.32E-01 -0.15 1.00 18.2
7 4910 54765 3.17E-02 0.76 2.84E+01 -0.75 6.75E-01 0.17 1.00 50.8
8 7733 106285 2.28E-02 0.99 2.86E+01 -0.02 5.38E-01 0.68 1.00 196.6
9 14240 221582 1.76E-02 0.71 2.86E+01 -0.00 5.20E-01 0.09 1.00 505.8
10 19103 310336 1.62E-02 0.50 2.86E+01 -0.00 5.16E-01 0.04 1.00 1046.7
11 17849 272175 1.61E-02 -0.05 2.86E+01 0.00 5.16E-01 -0.00 1.00 1163.8
12 17426 250641 1.61E-02 -0.01 2.86E+01 -0.00 5.16E-01 0.00 1.00 1226.7
13 17366 240586 1.61E-02 0.03 2.86E+01 -0.01 5.16E-01 0.00 1.00 1248.5
14 17288 236116 1.61E-02 -0.16 2.86E+01 0.02 5.16E-01 0.01 1.00 1290.4
15 17207 233366 1.61E-02 0.12 2.86E+01 -0.05 5.16E-01 0.01 1.00 1311.4
Source: Own
error ‖u− ũh‖X is approximated by‖ū− ũh‖X whereū is piecewise constant function corre-
sponding to the exact solution of (31) in the limit withε → 0. (The boundary conditions have
to be modified of course.)
Table 2 shows the results of computations (E2) for problem (31) – (32), namely the values
of the approximation of the error‖ū− ũh‖X, nonconformityNh(ũh), residuum error estimate
ρh(ũh) with the corresponding EOC, indexieff and the computational times in seconds. The
value‖ū− ũh‖X does not tend to zero, probably due to the difference betweenthe exact solution
u and its approximation ¯u. Moreover, the nonconformityNh(ũh) is high, it will decrease with an
additional mesh adaptation, however, here we face a problemwith a too high number of degree
of freedom and the limits of our computer. It would be more efficient to apply an anisotropic
mesh adaptation. Nevertheless, the results show that the pres ntedhp-method works reasonably,
both layers are well captured.
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the finalhp-grid obtained with the aid of thehp-DGFE al-
gorithm after 5, 10 and 15 adaptive cycles. We observe that the h-adaptation was carried out
in regions near both layers. In regions, where the solution is constant, theP0 approximation
is finally used. We also observe that the algorithm is able to decreaseNh when the thin layers
are well localized. Finally, Figure 3 shows the detail of thediagonal cut[0,0] → [1,1] of the
approximate solution afterl = 5, l = 10 andl = 15 adaptation cycles.
Conclusion
We presented ahp-adaptive numerical method for the solution of the second order boundary
value problem. This approach is based on a heuristic approximation of the error measured
in a dual norm. Although a theoretical justification of this technique is missing, numerical
experiments show reasonable computational properties.
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Fig. 2. Example (E2) given by(31)– (32)with ε = 10−8: the grids after l= 5,10,15adaptation
cycles with the corresponding degrees of polynomial approximation, the whole domain (left)
and its details(0.2,0.4)× (0.2,0.4) (centre) and(0.9,1)× (0,0.1) (right)
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hp-NESPOJIT́A GALERKINOVA METODA PRO NELINEÁRNÍ PROBLÉMY
Zab́yváme se numericḱym řěseńım nelinéarńıch konvektivňe-difusńıch rovnic pomoćı nespojit́e
Galerkinovy metody. Navrhujeme novouhp-adaptivńı metodu, kteŕa je zalǒzena na residúalně-
nekonformńım odhadu chybu a indiḱatoru regularity̌rěseńı. Residúalně-nekonformńı odhad se
sklád́a ze dvoǔcást́ı, residúalńım odhadu chyby a tzv. hodnotě nekonformity. Pomocı́ odhadu
chyby hled́ame elementy sı́tě, kteŕe se maj́ı zjemnit a indiḱator regularity rozhoduje, zda-li
maj́ı být oznǎceńe elementy zjemňeny technikouh nebo p. Residúalně-nekonformńı odhad
a i indikátor regularity jsou snadno spočitatelńe velǐciny. Stejńa technika m̊uže rovňež pomoci
odhadnout chybu vzniklou z nepřesńehořěseńı přı́slǔsńe nelinéarńı algebraicḱe soustavy rovnic.
Možnosti metody jsou dokumentovány pomoćı několika numericḱych experiment̊u.
DIE hp-DISKONTINUIERLICHE GALERKIN -METHODE FÜR NICHTLINEARE
PROBLEME
Wir bescḧaftigen uns mit de numerischen Lösung nichtlinearer konvektiv-diffuser Gleichun-
gen mit Hilfe der diskontinuierlichen Galerkin-Methode. Wir entwerfen eine neuehp-adaptive
Methode, die auf einer Kombination einer residual-nichtkonformen Fehlerscḧatzung und einem
Regulariẗatsindikator beruht. Die residual-nichtkonforme Schätzung besteht aus zwei Teilen,
der residualen Fehlerschätzung und dem so genannten Nichtkonformitätswert. Mit Hilfe der
Fehlerscḧatzung suchen wir Netzelemente, die verfeinert werden sollen, und der Regularitä sin-
dikator entscheidet, ob die bezeichneten Elemente mit der Technikh oderp verfeinert werden
sollen. Die residual-nichtkonforme Schätzung und auch der Regularit¨ tsindikator sind wohl
berechenbare Größen. Die gleiche Technik kann ebenfalls bei der Schätzung eines Fehlers
helfen, der aus einer ungenauen Lösung des zugehörigen nichtlinearen algebraischen Glei-
chungssystems hervorgegangen ist. Die Möglichkeiten der Methode werden mit Hilfe einiger
numerischer Experimente dokumentiert.
hp-NIECIA֒GŁA METODA GALERKINA DLA PROBLEM ÓW NIELINIOWYCH
Zajmujemy si֒e numerycznym rozwia֒zywaniem nieliniowych ŕownán konwekcyjno-dyfuzyj-
nych przy pomocy niecia֒głej metody Galerkina. Proponujemy nowa֒ metod֒e hp-adaptacyjn֒a,
oparta֒ na rezydualnie niekonformicznym szacunku błe֒du i wskázniku regularnósci rozwia֒zania.
Szacunek rezydualno niekonformiczny składa sie֒ z dẃoch cz֒ésci, rezydualnym szacunku błe֒du
oraz tzw. wartósci niezgodnósci. Za pomoc֒a szacunku błe֒du poszukujemy elementów sieci,
które maj֒a zostác złagodzone a wskaźnik regularnósci decyduje o tym, czy zaznaczone ele-
menty maj֒a býc złagodzone przy pomocy technikih czy p. Szacunek rezydualno- niekon-
formiczny oraz wskáznik regularnósci sa֒ wielkósciami łatwymi do wyliczenia. Ta sama tech-
nika mȯze poḿoc tak̇ze przy szacowaniu błe֒du powstałego w wyniku niedokładnego rozwia֒za-
nia danego nieliniowego algebraicznego układu równán. Możliwości metody pokazano na
przykładzie kilku eksperymentów numerycznych.
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